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Speaker: Tony DeAscentis, CEO and Co-Founder, Ving LLC
DeAscentis, Mahoning Valley Safety Council Steering Committee
Member, holds a Bachelor of Science degree in business
administration from Bowling Green State University. He has
more than 25 years of professional experience in developing
business models and technology designed to enhance the training
and learning experience. DeAscentis has extensive experience in
public speaking including TedTalk, panel facilitation for industry
leaders, radio, podcasts, safety councils, and training sessions.
Today Tony leads his company, Ving, LLC, an emerging Safety Training and Employee Compliance
Tracking Technology company. The Ving Team has created an industry leading, state of the art
technology that transforms the way employers exchange information with their employees.
A sample of other speaking engagements Include Ohio Safety Congress, National Safety Council
Ohio Chapter, Mahoning Valley Safety Council, Portage County Safety Council, OBWC Regional
Technology Conference, Builtworlds Chicago Summit, BrightTalk - San Fransico, Vindy.com
Entrepreneur Tech Talk Series Radio Show.
Available Workshop Titles:
Modernizing Your Safety Training - Trends, Facts and How To's
Current methods of safety training are lagging behind changes in employee learning styles. The
approach and delivery are outdated and inadequate. They do not meet the expectations
employers have around employees retaining information and avoiding injury. It is time to wake up,
shake it up and modernize your safety program. This session provides information about why
training methods require modernizing and how to accomplish this task in your safety training.
How to Successfully Use Baby Boomers and Generation X to Train Millennials on “Your
Company’s Way” of Getting the Job Done Right and Safe.
In this session, we will discuss and present practical tips for transferring knowledge from Baby
Boomers (1946-1964) and Generation X (1965-1980) to Generation Y also known as Millennials
(1981-2000). The landscape is complicated, and it is critical that you understand the learning style
gaps between generations. Attend this session to gain valuable insights into practical ways you can
close these gaps, ultimately helping your employees transfer valuable knowledge between
generations.
Emerging trends in Safety Technology
Across the board, employers are discovering and increasing their use of emerging technologies to
enhance employee safety. In this session, you will gain valuable insights into safety technology
ranging from Virtual and Augmented reality to in-field wearable safety devices. This is a great
opportunity to start your thinking "outside the box" to traditional training approaches and in field
safety devices.

